Tensor completion aims to recover a multi-dimensional array from its incomplete observations. The recently proposed tensor ring (TR) decomposition has powerful representation ability and shows promising performance in tensor completion, though they suffer from lack of theoretical guarantee. In this paper, we rigorously analyze the sample complexity of TR completion and find it also possesses the balance characteristic, which is consistent with the result of matrix completion. Inspired by this property we propose a nuclear norm minimization model and solve it by the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). The experiments on synthetic data verify the theoretic analysis, and the numerical results of real-world data demonstrate that the proposed method gains great performance improvement in tensor completion compared with the state-of-the-art ones.
Introduction
A tensor can be regarded as a multi-dimensional array whose entries are indexed by several continuous or discrete variables. Tensor is a natural way to represent the high-dimensional data, thus it preserves more intrinsic information than matrix when dealing with high-order data [1, 2, 3] .
In practice, parts of the tensor entries are missing during data acquisition and transformation, tensor completion estimates the missing entries based on the assumption that most elements are correlated [4] . This correlation can be modeled as low-rank data structures which can be used in a series of applications, including signal processing [2] , machine learning [5] , remote sensing [6] , computer vision [7] , etc.
There are two main frameworks for tensor completion, namely, variational energy minimization as well as tensor rank minimization [8, 9] , where the energy is usually a recovery error in the context of tensor completion and the definition of rank varies with diverse tensor decompositions. The first method is realized by means of the alternating least square (ALS), in which each core tensor is updated one by one while others are fixed [8] . The ALSbased method requires a pre-defined tensor rank, while the rank minimization does not.
Common forms of tensor decompositions are summarized as follows. The CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition factorizes a d-order tensor X ∈ R n×···×n into a linear combination of rank-one tensors [1] , thus the storage requirement of CP decomposition is dnr + d, where r is the CP-rank [2] . However, the determination of CP-rank is an NP-hard problem [10] , and low CP-rank approximation may involve numerical problems 2 [2] . Therefore, low CP-rank tensor completion usually recovers the missing data by iteratively updating its factors with a pre-defined CP rank [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . Tucker decomposition decomposes a tensor into a set of matrices and one core tensor that models a potential pattern of mutual interaction between components in different modes [1] . Low
Tucker-rank tensor completion minimizes the Tucker-rank which is a vector whose entries are the ranks of the factor matrices, or optimizes factors with a fixed Tucker-rank [20, 7, 21, 22, 4, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26? ]. However, the storage complexity of Tucker decomposition is r d + dnr for a d-order tensor, provided that [r, . . . , r] T is the Tucker rank, which still grows exponentially with respect to its dimension. Tensor singular value decomposition (t-SVD) factorizes a 3-way tensor into two orthogonal tensors and a f-diagonal tensor [27] , and the tubal rank is defined as the number of non-vanishing singular tubes in the f-diagonal tensor. The minimization of tubal rank is often used for tensor completion [28, 29, 30] . The storage in low tubal rank representation is 2n 2 r + nr 2 , where r is the tubal rank of a 3-order tensor.
However, t-SVD can only deal with the 3-order data from a strict viewpoint, which seriously limits its application. In tensor train (TT) decomposition, a higher-order tensor is decomposed into a set of 3-order core tensors with two border factor matrices [31] . The number of parameters in TT decomposition is (d − 2) nr 2 + 2nr, suppose that [r, . . . , r] T is the TT-rank. Completion through two frameworks can be found in [32, 33, 34, 35] . TT decomposition has some problems such as the intermediate ranks are much larger than the side ones and it highly depends on permutation of tensor dimension, which makes it hard to find the optimal representation. These shortcomings limit its practical applications [36] . The hierarchical Tucker (HT) decomposition factorizes a tensor like a tree with each degree of nodes less than or equal to 3 [1] . Its storage requirement is dnr + (d − 2)r 3 + r 2 , where [r, . . . , r]
T is HT-rank. A HT-rank minimization model for tensor completion can be found in [37] .
The recently proposed tensor ring (TR) decomposition represents a highorder tensor as a sequence of cyclically contracted 3-order tensors [38, 39] .
The cycle forces TR-rank to be small and balanced and TR is consistently invariant under the cyclic permutation [38] . The storage complexity is dnr 2 , suppose [r, . . . , r] T is the TR-rank. [36] proposes an alternating fitting scheme that cyclically updates TR-factors. The authors report that it suffers from the overfitting problem when TR-rank is large and a small number of observations are available. [40] proposes a balanced matricization scheme which shows great improvement in time complexity and recovery performance against the methods in [36] . However, [40] does not provide theoretical analysis.
On the other hand, It is not difficult to see that the rank of TT-unfolding
but what is the rank of TR-unfolding poses us a question. This lack of comprehension spurs us to have a deeper investigation to TR decomposition.
Below are our contributions:
1. We thoroughly analyze the TR decomposition and find it is exactly a singular value decomposition on the assumption that the TR is (sub)critical.
Follow the analysis of matrix completion, we define the strong TR incoherence condition and provide the theoretical guarantee for successful recovery. The study of the sample complexity for TR completion gives 4 a similar sampling lower bound to that of matrix completion. The mathematical analysis shows the TR completion inherits the balance of matrix completion.
2. Consider the exhibited result, we propose a method for TR completion based on sum of TR-rank minimization. Then we relax the model using the nuclear norm as surrogate and formulate its corresponding augmented Lagrangian function. The problem is solved by alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). The experiments demonstrate the superiority of our method over the existing ones.
The organization for the remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.
Section 2 introduces basic notations and preliminaries of TR decomposition.
Section 3 provides theoretical analyses about TR completion. The method for TR completion and its algorithmic analysis are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 exhibits the experimental results. Finally we conclude our work in section 6.
Notations and Preliminaries

Notations about TR decomposition
This subsection introduces some basic notations of tensor and TR decomposition. A scalar, a vector, a matrix and a tensor are denoted by normal letter, boldface lowercase letter, boldface uppercase letter and calligraphic letter, respectively. Specifically, a d-order tensor is denoted as X ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d , where n i is the size corresponding to mode-i, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
An entry of X is denoted as x j 1 ···j d , where j i is the index with mode-i and 1 ≤ j i ≤ n i , i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. A mode-i fiber of X is denoted as x j 1 ···j i−1 j i+1 ···j d , and X j 1 ···j i−1 j i+2 ···j d represents the slice along mode k and mode k + 1.
We regard E as the identity matrix. X 2 = σ max (X) denotes the spectral norm of X, which is equal to its maximal singular value. The Frobenius norm of a tensor X is defined as
. The inner product of two tensors X and Y is defined as X , Y =
M ×N and Y ∈ R P ×Q , the Kronecker product is written as (X ⊗ Y) ij =
x mp ·y nq , where i = m+(p − 1) M and j = n+(q − 1) N for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , P } and q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}. The Hadamard product is an element-wise product, e.g., (X Y) ij = x ij y ij . The rank R of a matrix X can be represented as R = rank (X), where rank (·) is the rank function.
Mode-k unfolding maps a tensor to a matrix X (k) ∈ R n k ×J by rearranging the fibers as the columns of the matrix. i.e., x j 1 ···j d = x jnj , and
m=1,m =k n m . Modek matricization unfolds a tensor along its first k modes [34] , i.e.,
In TR decomposition, X {k,l} denotes the k-shifting l-matricization of the tensor X . It firstly permutes the tensor with order [k, . . . , d, 1, . . . , k − 1] and performs matricization along first l modes. The indices of X {k,l} pq are 
Equivalently, it can be represented in a more compact way
where
is the j k -th mode-2 slice of core G (k) , and tr (X) is the trace of the matrix X. The tensorized representation is X =
is the (t k , t k+1 )-th mode-2 fiber of core G (k) , and • denotes the outer product.
We use ⊗ to represent the tensor connection product which contracts several TR-cores into a new core and its formula is ⊗
, where
Preliminaries
This subsection reviews the existing tensor rank minimization methods for tensor completion. At present, these approaches are based on unfolding matrix completion. The formulation for matrix completion is [41] min
Owing to the essence that the rank of a matrix takes discrete values (the combinatorical nature [34] ), problem (1) is NP-hard. As a result, a convex relaxation of problem (1) is often considered as an efficient surrogate [42] :
in which
σ n is the nuclear norm of a matrix X, and σ n is the n-th singular value.
Following this routine, the tensor rank (Tucker-rank) minimization is con-ventionally formulated as a weighted sum of mode-k rank [7, 21] min
whose solution is given by the following relaxation [7, 21] :
where X (n) is the classical mode-k unfolding.
The TT-rank is defined as the rank of matricization
problem (5) is solved via optimization of TT-nuclear norms [34] , whose rep-
As to the completion through HT-rank minimization [37] , the HT-rank is represented by the rank of matricization along the nodes of tensor tree. The rank optimization can be characterized as
if we disregard the total variation term, where Q is the number of nodes.
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The convex relaxation of (7) is [37] min
One may find that all the tensor completions via rank optimization is based on some particular unfolding matrices. Follow this routine, [43] proposes a method that simultaneously optimizes the TR-factors and predicted tensor by minimizing the sum of nuclear norms of factors' unfoldings. However, this method requires the pre-defined TR-rank which causes an inconvenience like the ALS-based methods. In the next sections, we argue that there is no need to use all these latent factors directly and there exists a more efficient way to deal with this TR completion task. We will show the most informative TR-unfoldings are the balanced ones which capture more global correlations than others.
Sampling for Low-Rank TR Completion
This section consists of theories that are necessary for the sampling scheme of TR completion. [39] classifies the TR into three states: subcritical, critical and supercritical. Suppose the TR-rank is [r 1 , . . . , r d ] T , the subcritical (supercritical) state requires r i r i+1 < n i (r i r i+1 > n i ) , ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and r i r i+1 = n i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d} for critical state. A supercritical TR can degenerate to a (sub)critical TR on condition that the mode-2 fibers of TR-factors are orthonormal. [39] declares a proposition which says a supercritical TR can be reduced to a (sub)critical one by a surjective birational map. So in this paper we focus on study of the (sub)critical TR. In the following a (sub)critical TR is abbreviated to TR for concision wherever it appears. T , where k ∈ {1, . . . , d} and l ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}.
The following Lemma plays a key role in our analysis which provides a means of estimating the probability of inequality.
Lemma 1 (McDiarmid inequality [44] ). Let {X 1 , . . . , X n } be independent random variables such that for all i there are
∀i : c i ≤ C. Let S be an arbitrary (implicit) function of the variables, e.g., the sum function, then for any t > 0 there is
as long as this function changes in a bounded way, i.e., if X i is changed, the value of this function changes by at most b i − a i < C.
Inspired by the strong incoherence in matrix case, we build the strong TR-incoherence condition depicted in Definition 1, which is crucial for the exact recovery guarantee.
:
Theorem 1 (TR completion, uniformly bounded model). Let a d-order tensor X ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d be sampled from a uniformly bounded model with TR-rank
i=k+l n i , and under the hypotheses of Definition 1, there is a numerical constant C such that if
then X is the unique solution to (13) with probability at least 1 − n −3 kl , where µ is determined by the maximal value of (B.1).
Remark. Note that when d = 2, the results of TR completion is consistent with that of matrix completion, one can regard r 1 r 2 as the matrix rank.
Low-Rank TR Completion Method
Throughout this paper, we consider the general tensor completion in the noiseless case. The first subsection will introduce our completion model. The algorithm is given in the second subsection and the third subsection contains the algorithmic analysis.
Balanced unfolding scheme for TR completion
Motivated by the result of Theorem 1 which implies the balanced unfoldings are easy to recover, a good strategy to improve the sample complexity is to set l = d/2 using the algebraic knowledge, though this behavior has a mild decrement on probability of successful recovery. For the sake of making most of abundant information hidden in TR, a natural consideration is to incorporate at least d/2 balanced unfolding matrices. From another perspective, these balanced TR-unfoldings capture more global correlations than the unbalanced ones according to the technique introduced in [34] . Based on the conventional tensor rank minimization models [7, 11, 21, 28, 34, 30 ], here we simply consider the TR completion model as the weighted sum of balanced TR-unfoldings' ranks:
where the subscript O is the observation. This model still cannot be solved in practice as a result of its NP-hardness caused by the essence that a rank of matrix takes discrete values. One reasonable method is to resort to convex relaxation.
Since nuclear norm is the tightest convex hull of matrix rank, we simplify the notation of k-th balanced unfolding scheme {k, d/2 } to k and derive the following relaxed model that can be formulated as
The proposed model has two main advantages. Form the model perspective, it has the lowest sample complexity. From an algorithm point of view, it results in the lowest computational complexity.
One may argue that model (13) is somewhat similar to (3) and (5) and (7), which seems to act on different unfolding matrices merely. Specifically, FP-LRTC [21] utilizes classical mode-k unfoldings and SiLRTC-TT [34] adopts mode-k matricizations, while the k-shifting balanced unfoldings proposed in this paper are used instead. However, there is an essential difference behind this intuitive nuance. Concretely, model (13) is founded on the theoretical analysis which proves TR decomposition is equivalent to SVD, model (3) is based on the low k-rank of Tucker decomposition, model (5) is valid owing to its achievement of capturing more global correlation than conventional modek unfolding, the effectiveness of model (7) is because of the low-rankness of hierarchical Tucker decomposition.
In order to solve model (13), we substitute M k for X <k> to get rid of interdependence and derive the following model:
where M k , k = 1, . . . , d/2 are matrix variables. Consider the augmented
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Lagrangian function of (14) is
and rewrite (15) as a tensor form min
According to the framework of ADMM, the updating scheme is deter-
where L µ is the objective function in (16) .
The details about the ADMM algorithm for TR rank minimization are summarized in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, D γ (·) is a matrix shrinkage operator that truncates the singular value matrix by threshold γ, whose definition is
. Here S γ (Σ) := S γ (σ) and its scalar form is S γ (σ r ) = σ r − γ for σ r > γ and equals 0 if σ r ≤ γ.
Algorithm 1 Low TR-Rank Tensor Completion via Balanced Unfolding (TRBU)
Input: Zero-filled observed tensor T , observation set O, penalty coefficient µ, the number of maximal iterations K. Output: Recovered tensor X .
1:
for i = 1 to d/2 do 4:
end for 6:
7:
end for 10: end for 11: return X
Algorithmic complexity
For a d-order hypercubic tensor X ∈ R n×···×n , the complexity of TRBU algorithm mainly comes from thresholding the unfoldings. Every iteration contains d/2 soft thresholdings which has complexity O n 3d/2 , accordingly one iteration has complexity O dn 3d/2 /2 . To alleviate this computational burden, one strategy is to find a substitution for the computation of SVD.
References [12] and [21] mention the Lanczos algorithm is a good counterpart which has a linear time complexity O (p + q) for a p-by-q matrix. Therefore, the overall computational complexity of TRBU is O dn d/2 .
Unlike the ALS method compresses a tensor into a TR with dnr 2 parameters, the storage complexity of TRBU algorithm is n d/2+1 r 2 , since d/2
outcomes of SVDs are stored instead.
Algorithmic convergence
The ADMM algorithm has a linear rate of convergence when one of the objective terms is strongly convex [46] . We adopt a rather simple but efficient strategy to improve convergence provided by [47] , in which the penalty coefficient µ increases geometrically with iterations, i.e., µ k+1 = βµ k , where β is a constant.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, three groups of datasets are used for tensor completion experiments, i.e., synthetic data, real-world images and videos. Seven algorithms are used to test the performance on real-world data, consisting of alternating least square for low rank tensor completion via tensor ring (TR-ALS) [36] , simple low-rank tensor completion via tensor train (SiLRTC-TT) [34] , high accuracy low rank tensor completion algorithm (HaLRTC) [7] , low rank tensor completion via tensor nuclear norm minimization (LRTC-TNN) [48] , Bayesian CP Factorization (FBCP) for image recovery [16] , smooth low rank tensor tree completion (STTC) [37] and the proposed one. These methods come from different tensor decompositions, including CP, Tucker, t-SVD, HT, TT and TR decompositions. All the algorithms are based on rank minimization except FBCP and TR-ALS. Note that the FBCP is powerful among the CP-based methods, as it use fully Bayesian inference to automatically determine the CP rank and, the uncertainty information of latent factors are also taken into account [16] . TR-ALS is selected to be compared because it is the first TR-based method. All the experiments are conducted in MATLAB 9.3.0 on a computer with a 2.8GHz CPU of Intel Core i7 and a 16GB RAM.
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There are several evaluations for the quality of visual data. Relative error (RE), short for the root of relative squared error, is a common indicator for recovery accuracy, which is defined as RE = X − X F / X F , where X is the ground truth andX is the recovered tensor. The second quality metric is peak signal-to-noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR, is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise [49] . Given the ground truth X and the estimationX , the mean squared error (MSE) is defined as MSE =
, then the PSNR (in dB) is defined as PSNR = 20 lg M/ √ MSE , where M is the maximal pixel value which is 255 for the RGB images and videos, and card (·) represents the number of elements in a set. A higher PSNR usually indicates a higher quality of the reconstruction. The third assessment is called structural similarity index (SSIM) which is used for measuring the similarity between the recovered image and original image [50] . It is calculated on various windows of an image. The measure between two windows X and Y of common size N × N
, where µ X and µ Y are the averages of X The last one quantifying the algorithmic complexity is the computational CPU time (in seconds).
The sampling ratio (SR) is defined as the ratio of the number of sampled entries to the number of the elements in tensor X , noted as SR = |O|/|X |.
For fair comparisons, the parameters in each algorithm are tuned to give optimal performance. In our algorithm, µ 0 is set to be 1 × 10 −3 . The conver-gence is determined by the relative change (RC) RC=
where the tolerance is set to be 1 × 10 −5 . The number of maximal iterations is 100.
In the rest of this section, we firstly verify the theoretic analysis using synthetic data. Then the experiments on real-world data including image and video are used to test the performance of the proposed TRBU algorithm and other methods.
Synthetic data
We firstly consider a 5-order tensor X ∈ R 36×···×36 with TR-rank being [9, 2, 7, 5, 3] T . For successful identification, the entries of TR-rank are prime numbers so that every product of two elements is different from others. The tensor is generated by TR decomposition, where core tensors {G} are with i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variables, i.e., G (n) (r n , i n , r n+1 ) ∼ N (0, 1) , n = 1, . . . , N . Subsequently, it is unfolded into 20 different matrices X {n,l} , n = 1, . . . , 5, l = 1, . . . , 4, and we calculate their theoretic ranks r t and real ranks r f to validate the conclusion of unfolding's rank. The results are put in Table 1 , which shows the correctness of theoretical analysis.
To testify Theorem 1, we simulate another two tensors, one is an 8-order tensor X ∈ R 3×···×3 with TR-rank being 2, the other is a 6-order tensor X ∈ R 6×···×6 with TR-rank being 3. The entries of core tensors are sampled independently from the standard normal distribution. Their SRs range from 5% to 95% with linear increment dSR = 5%. For each tensor with different SRs we run the TRBU algorithm 100 times to recover its d/2 unfolding matrices, i.e., X {1,l} , l = 1, . . . , d/2. The averaged results are shown in (a) and (b) within Fig. 2 , which gives the recovery probabilities with respect to various SRs. In this experiment, the recovery is considered to be successful when RE < 1×10 −6 . It can be seen from the results that a balanced unfolding matrix is easier to recover than an unbalanced one, and the more balance of the unfolding the more ease of its completion. This verifies the correctness of Theorem 1.
In order to verify the exact recovery guarantee in Theorem 1, we randomly generate a set of 4-order tensors X ∈ R 20×···×20 by contracting the cores {G}, the df for a TR is df TR = dnr 2 − dr 2 + 1. We vary TR-rank from 2 to 19 so that df M is ensured to be positive. For each tube (SR, TR-rank), we repeat the completion 10 times. The phase transition of this tensor completion is given as Fig. 2(c) , in which a recovery is regarded as a successful completion if RE < 1 × 10 −6 . From Fig. 2(c) , a large amount of region is successfully recovered, the results in is a convincing validation of the recovery guarantee 
Color images
Eight RGB image are tested in this subsection's experiment, including "kodim04" 1 , "peppers", "sailboat", "lena", "barbara", "house", "airplane"
and "Einstein" [36] . The original images are shown in Fig. 3 . The displayed result of each image is at an average of 10 repetitive experiments (not take the best 10 ones). The SR for all the considered images are from 10% to 90%. In image recovery, we set β = 1.028. The original copies of "kodim04", "peppers", "sailboat", "lena", "barbara", "house", "airplane" and "Einstein", respectively.
The visual data tensorization (VDT) method introduced in [34] and [51] can improve the performance, since a higher-order tensor makes it more efficient to exploit the local structures in original tensor and, if a tensor is slightly correlated, the tensorized one is more likely to have a low rank [34] .
VDT first transforms an image into a real ket of a Hilbert space by casting the image to a higher-order tensor with an appropriate block structured addressing, i.e., tensorizing an image of size M × N × 3 to a tensor of size Besides, we use text-masked "house" and palm-masked "llama" images to test the seven methods' performances on the condition of nonuniform sampling. The maximal CP ranks for two images are both 100. The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 5 , it can be concluded that TRBU is still superior to all other six methods in terms of recovery quality, i.e., RE, PSNR and SSIM, while keeping an acceptable CPU time.
Real-world videos
In this group of experiments, two videos are used to test the algorithms
and each video recovery is tested 5 times. The first is a color video called The TR ranks for two videos are both 12. the methods, the proposed TRBU has much better recovery quality for two experiments of video recovery.
Conclusion
We rigorously study the TR decomposition and propose the sampling condition for TR completion. Based on this the sampling scheme, we use the balanced TR-unfoldings to build the weighted sum of nuclear norm minimization for tensor completion. Using the ADMM scheme we propose a TRBU algorithm to solve this model. The numerical experiments demonstrate the enhancement of the proposed method's performance on recovery quality.
Appendix A. Proof of Definition 1
Proof. Consider the core tensor G (i) , according to the identity
there is E H
tj i s and S = t s X ts , obviously E (S) = 0 if j i = j i and, if j i = j i we have
The proof to the assertion (Definition 1) is as follows. From the above deductions it is clear that E (S) = r i r i+1 n i 1 j i =j i . According to the union bound
, the bound of X ts is C = 2
2 , let λ be a proportion of ln (n i ), we prove (10) with probability at least 1 − n
Additionally, there is µ i = O µ B i ln (n i ) .
Note that the above result is only for one core of TR, the total probability Proof. Consider a generic (sub-)critical TR representation
Note that every mode-2 slice of core G (n) has the same status when interacting with Σ n and Σ n+1 , then a substitution for the aforementioned representation
T holds for all mode-2 slices of W (n) . We use matrix W (n) to denote the slice of W (n) for convenience.
Suppose a 4-order tensor is considered and we first aim to calculate the SVD representation of TR unfolding. For simplicity, we denote by U the r 1 -th mode-1 slice of G (1) and V the r 3 -th mode-3 slice of G (2) , respectively.
Consequently the 2 -norm of the mode-2 fiber of
using the orthonormal condition of U and V. Thus the norm of mode-2 fibers
T and the reformulation of the unfolding is
, where * is the slice-wise matrix product acting on corresponding mode-2 slices, operator (·) (2) and (·) (2) unfold a TR's core tensor into a matrix with per-
, where (4) and 
i u ik u it j v jk v jt ≡ 0, where U = U or V = V , which means the two pair of slices can not be the same at the same time. With this expression it is clear that both
Generally there are X {k,l} = U {k,l}
given by rank X {k,l} = r k r k+l .
To calculate the 2 -norm of the mode-2 fiber of ⊗ 
::r 3 , and hence the 2 -norm of the fiber is equal to the F-norm of the matrix which is
::r 3 F = E r 2 F = r 2 . This equation is because mode-2 fibers of G (1) and G (2) are orthonormal. Let G (1) ⊗G (2) be a contracted core and recursively repeat the above procedure, then the 2 -norm of the mode-2 fiber of ⊗
The left and right singular matrices of unfolding matrix X {k,l} are U {k,l} = k+l−1 i=k+1
Subsequently Recall that the dual certificate for the nuclear norm minimization of X {k,l}
is that there exists Y ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d obeying
, where P means the projection, T kl is the spanned space defined as T kl = {T|T = k+l−1 i=k+1
, ∀ X, Y ∈ R k+l−1 i=k
The prove of dual certificate is skipped, as [42] declares the result of lower bound is general and nonasympototic. Then solving (13) gives the exact solution X with probability at least 1 − n −3 kl , where n kl := max {n 1 , n 2 } and n 1 and n 2 are the size of X {k,l} .
